Zippie Zone
https://vital.net.au/products/paediatrics/zippie-zone

Get in the Zone with the lightest Zippie designed for active kids and teens.
The Zippie® Zone™ is an innovative, ultra lightweight and option-rich paediatric rigid wheelchair that is
perfect for active kids and teens. Designed for the unique needs of kids, the Zone offers numerous growth
options and provides the greatest wheel access for independent mobility.
Product Code: ZONE

Features:
- 7000 series aluminium and Shapeloc Technology create strength while ensuring lowest possible weight
- 3” of built-in frame depth adjustment
- 2” seat sling depth adjustment
- Frame width growth is as simple as 4 tubes (seat, back, camber and footrest)
- Flared seat and inset backrest to accommodate small kids and provide better access to the wheels for
propulsion
- Wheel lock in side guard is easier to reach for rider and one lever actuates both wheels
- Hub lock on seat rail – release button positioned out of the way when pushing
- Flip-up angle adjustable footrest for easy transfers in and out of the chair
- Dynamic Rear Centre Caster, provides enhanced manoeuvrability around obstacles while maintaining
stability

Specifications:
Seat Width: 8" - 16" (20 - 40.5 cm)
Seat Depth: 8" - 18" (20 - 46 cm)
Front seat height: 14 - 19" (35.5 - 48 cm)
Rear seat height: 13 - 19 " (33 - 48 cm)
Back height: 6 - 18" (15 - 46 cm)
Weight capacity: 75 kg
Product Weight: 6.5 kg (10" X 10")

Shipping Information:
Due to its nature and the requirement for friendly advice and input from experienced staff, this product is not
available for online purchase. To enquire about this item contact us on 1300 917 630 to organise a viewing
time in-store and discuss purchase and delivery options.
We look forward to providing the best customer service and ensuring you choose the most suitable
product(s) for you or your loved ones’ individual needs. Visit us at one of our 3 showrooms on the Mid
North Coast of NSW, you'll find us at Port Macquarie, Taree and Forster.

